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SUMMARY
A study of the principal flight parameters at booster m separation
was conducted to find the effect of each on the weight of the payload
boosted into an earth orbit along a zero drag gravity turn trajectory.
The parameters considered include Mach number (3 to 9), flight-path angle
(lO ° to 55°), altitude (90,000 and 350,000 ft), inert weight ratio (0.05
to 0.15), and thrust-weight ratio (1.5 to 2.5), with a specific impulse
of 259 seconds. Both transfer ellipse and direct orbit trajectories were
considered.
With either trajectory method, payload weight was highest for low
initial flight-path angles and high initial Mach numbers. Of course,
high initial Mach numbers require greater energy expenditures from the
booster. Changes in initial altitude had little effect on payload weight,
and only small gains were evident when thrust-weight ratio was increased.
INTRODUCTION
Several studies have been made of the recovery of booster vehicles
(e.g., refs. i and 2). The performance required of a recoverable booster
vehicle depends on the flight conditions at booster separation. The
purpose of this study is to determine the payload weight for various
combinations of the principal flight parameters at booster separation for
a range of orbital altitudes. These flight parameters apply for launches
from air-breathing boosters as well as separation from rocket boosters.
Trajectories have been computed to show the effects of altitude_
velocity, flight-path angle, and thrust after booster detachment on the
payload weight in an earth orbit. The results presented consider only
one vehicle but have been broadened in application by the introduction of
an inert weight ratio concept. No attempt has been made to optimize either
the vehicle or the trajectory sequence since determination of trends and
incremental effects resulting from parameter variations was the primary
objective of the study.
iThe word 'booster" is used to refer to the initial thrusting stage
of a complete satellite orbiting system.
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Symbols used in this study are defined a_ follows:
reference area, ft a
2D
drag coefficient,
drag force, ib
resultant force, ib
gravitational acceleration, _-- ft/se_ m
r 2'
altitude, ft, or nautical miles, as specified
specific impulse, sec
Mach number
mass, slugs
pressure, ib/ft a
radius of earth, ft or nautical miles
radial distance from center of earth, R + h
thrust, ib
time, sec
burning time, sec
velocity, ft/sec
weight, ib
fuel weight flow, ib/sec
heading, deg
flight-path angle, deg
longitude, deg
product of universal gravitational ccnstant and mass of earth_
ftS/sec a
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Pw
atmospheric density, slugs/cu ft
latitude, deg
rotational velocity of earth, radians/sec
Subscripts
a
c
E
e
f
g
h
o
r
P
SL
st
T
i
e
local atmospheric conditions
circular orbit
earth (excludes earth's rotation)
engine exit, exhaust
fuel load
gross weight of stage, including payload
local horizontal
conditions at booster separation
radial (vertical) component
payload
sea level
structure, inert weight
total
first stage
second stage
component normal to meridian
component tangent to meridian
4DESCRIPTIONOFROCKETVE_£1CLE
The vehicle used in this study was a payload package and a two-stage
rocket with gross weight, stage weights, and specific impulse values
representative of current technology. Specific values are given in
tables I and Ii. In these tables and through_ut this study, the stage
numbering system, weights, weight ratios, payLoad ratios, and all other
parameters refer to the vehicle after separatLon of the booster and do
not include the booster. In the values of W_, Wst, and tb given for
stage 2 maximumburning time and therefore zero payload weight are assumed.
These values will change as burning times cha_ge to meet the requirements
of particular trajectories, and payload weigh_ will change accordingly
since it is assumedequal to the fuel weight remaining after the orbit has
been established.
ANALYSIS
AssumedConditions
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In this study, the equations of motion presented in the appendix and
the conditions indicated were used to computethe trajectories. Since the
trajectories were to be initiated at booster _eparation, the minimum
altitude at separation being 90,000 feet, drag was considered sufficiently
small to be unimportant to the results of the study and, therefore, was
assumedzero. The trajectories were initiate,_ at N 28.5° - W81°, which
is the vicinity of CapeCanaveral, with a hea._ing of 90o (due east).
Payload ratio was computedwith the assm_tion that the second stage
was fuel and structure only, the weight of fu_l remaining after injection
being equal to the allowable payload weight f.)r the initial conditions
considered.
Trajectories used for the computations o_' this study are of two
types and will be called (i) the Hohmanntran;;fer ellipse trajectory and(2) the direct orbit trajectory.
Trajectory Sequence
Hohmanntransfer ellipse trajectory.- Th_ sequence of this method,
as shown in sketch (a), is (i) thrust until b_nout of the first stage,
(2) separation of first stage, (3) second stage coast to apogee of the
trajectory where (4) a thrust impulse supplie_ the additional velocity
required to reach a specific velocity, which is determined by the altitude.
The point at which the required velocity is reached then becomes perigee
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Orbit altitude
Launch altitude
(6)
Sketch (a)
of an elliptical orbit path along which (5) the vehicle coasts to apogee
where (6) a second thrust impulse (restart of second stage engine)
circularizes the orbit. For this method the results of the analyses of
transfer orbits presented in reference 3 were used.
Direct orbit trajectory.- The trajectory sequence of this method,
as shown in sketch (b), was (i) thrust until burnout of the first stage,
(2) separation of first stage, (3) second stage coasts until apogee of
the trajectory is reached where (4) a thrust impulse brings the velocity
up to that required for circular orbit. This and other trajectory
sequences are described in reference 4.
Orbit altitude _ (4)
Launch altltude
Sketch (b)
Injection impulse.- In this study injection is accomplished at apogee
of the initial trajectory with a thrust impul_e so that no altitude losses
occur. In actual conditions injection cannot be done impulsively but will
require finite injection times. During this -_ime an altitude loss will
occur while the velocity is subcircular. Calculations indicate that this
loss is not of sufficient magnitude to require special consideration except
in some of the transfer ellipse trajectories "_ith very low initial flight-
path angles. These low angles allow apogee t_ be reached before burnout
of the first stage so that injection into the transfer orbit is not pos-
sible. Although an injection impulse is used in this study, the require-
ment that bturnout of the first stage must occ_ar before apogee is reached
limits the injection time. This also indicates the minimum angle which
will meet this condition.
Vehicle parameters.- Thrust changes were obtained by varying fuel
weight flow and engine exit reference area, with the specific impulse
of the fuel being a constant value obtainable with existing fuels
(table I). Because fuel load was fixed, burning times changed as fuel
weight flow changed.
For the inert weight study of both traje_tory methodsj gross and
stage weights of the vehicle (table II) were retained. Changes in inert
weight were offset by comparable changes in f11el loads that resulted in
changes in payload in orbit.
Orbit altitude.- The transfer ellipse tr_,jectories were computed for
an orbit altitude of 300 nautical miles (n.mi). This altitude is well
below the Van Allen radiation belts, yet is siLfficiently high for long
satellite lifetimes.
No specific orbit altitude was computed J'or the direct orbit
trajectories, but a wide range of altitudes w_s considered.
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RESUltS AND DISCUSSIOIr
The results of this study are presented in figures i to i_. On
these figures the ratio Wp/Wg refers to the final orbited payload
divided by the gross weight of the vehicle after separation of the booster
and does not include the weight of the booste_. On figures i and 2 are
the results of a brief study of initial altit_ de. Resulting payload
ratios for the transfer ellipse trajectories sre given for a range of
initial flight-path angles and Mach numbers or figures 3 to 8, wherein
figures 3, 5, and 7 are for constant first stage inert weight ratios and
figures 4, 6, and 8 are for constant second s_age inert weight ratios.
The lower limits indicated on these figures a_e the estimated minimum
angles to achieve the required apogee conditicns stated previously. The
upper limits indicate the angle at which the _ransfer ellipse trajectory
reduces to a direct orbit trajectory. At this angle the initial part of
the trajectory sequencereaches the 300 n.mi. altitude without use of the
transfer ellipse. Values of payload weight and flight-path angle for
this limit are the sameas those of the direct orbit method at 300 n.mi.
for the sameconditions. On figures 4, 6, and 8 the upper limit of
flight-path angle increases as inert weight increases. This increase
in flight-path angle results because with increase in inert weight, less
fuel is available and therefore the burning time is shortened, and higher
angles are necessary to reach 300 n.mi. The 55° angle was the maximum
considered.
Because of the high thrust-weight ratios for low Machnumbers
required for the low flight-path angles of the transfer ellipse method_
the direct orbit methodwas studied to determine whether orbit conditions
could be met with combinations of low T/W and Mo. On figures 9 to 14
results of computations madewith this method showthe payload ratio
obtained for various flight-path angles, Machnumbers_ inert weight ratios,
and orbit altitudes. Constant first stage inert weight ratios are shown
on figures 9, ii, and 13, and constant second stage inert weight ratios
are shownin figures i0, 12, and 14. Except for the T/W = 2.5 value at
low inert weight ratios (figs. 13 and 14) the 25° angle did not allow an
orbit altitude of 300 n.mi. to be reached with the maximum Mo= 9
considered; therefore 25° was the minimumangle used with this trajectory
method. Since 7_ to i00 n.mi. was felt to be the minimumpractical
altitude, the curves of these figures were terminated at altitudes in
this range. Again 55° was the maximumangle considered.
Payload weight ratio values for the samevehicle computedwith the
two trajectory methods, are shownon figures 15(a) through 15(c). For
these figures_ the payload ratio value for minimumflight-path angle for
a particular Machnumber, taken from figures 3 to 8, form the ordinate.
Payload ratio values at 300 n.mi. from figures 9 to 14 for the sameMach
numberform the abscissa.
Flight Conditions
Initial altitude.- Most of the computations were made with an initial
altitude of 90,000 feet. To determine altitude effects several trajecto-
ries were computed with other altitudes and results for 3_0,000 feet are
presented with the results for 90_000 feet on figures i and 2 for flight-
path angles of 35° and 45 ° . For each angle, the orbit altitude change
approximately equaled the initial altitude change and payload was nearly
unchanged. Omly the direct orbit trajectory could be used to check orbit
altitude effects because the transfer ellipse trajectory must be computed
for a predetermined orbit altitude.
Initial Mach number.- Results for both t _ajectory methods show
increasing payload ratios as the Mach number is increased from 3 to 9 at
any constant initial flight-path angle. The ipayload ratios increase
because as the vehicle is boosted to higher v_locity, its initial energy
is increased. Thus more energy is expended f_om the booster_ so less
propulsive energy must be expended by the vehLcle and more payload may
be orbited.
Iraitial flight-path angle.- Results from both trajectory methods show
that payload decreases as the flight-path angle increases. When the
flight-path angle is large, most of the propulsive energy of the vehicle
is expended in gaining altitude, leaving a large velocity increment to
be made up during injection. This requires l_rge amounts of fuel, allow-
ing only small payloads. As the angle decreases, the propulsive energy
provides more velocity at lower altitudes so injection must supply a
smaller increment_ allowing more payload. Thus the lowest angle that
will give the required orbit will allow the highest payload for the
initial conditions considered. Although initial flight-path angles from
6° to _5 ° were considered, I0 ° was the lowest angle that could be used
with the transfer ellipse trajectories. As s_ated previously, 2_ ° was
the lowest angle used with the direct orbit t_ajectories.
Thrust-weight ratio.- When fuel load is _ixed but fuel flow rate is
increased to increase thrust, shorter burning times result. A higher
value of T/W does give more velocity at burnout of the first stage_
but burnout occurs at larger flight-path angl_s because of the shorter
burning time and requires longer coasting per__ods to reach apogee. When
the vehicle does reach apogee after the long _oast period, it has little
more velocity than it had when lower values o_" T/W were used. Injection
must supply approximately the same velocity iJ_crement for each condition,
so resulting payloads are nearly equal. This is evident on figures 3 to
$ for the transfer ellipse method where the m_in effect of increases in
T/W is to decrease both the upper and lower J.imits Qf the flight-path
angle. For the direct orbit trajectories (fi_s. 9 to 14), changes in
T/W plus the influence of other parameters c]_ange the payload. The two
most apparent conditions are: (i) when orbit altitude and initial Mach
number are fixed, payload increases with T/W because smaller initial
angles can be used to reach that altitude_ (21 when initial angle and
Mach number are fixed, payload decreases with increasing T/W because
orbit altitude is higher. Payload change is _mall in either condition.
Trajectory method.- Payload weight ratio_ resulting from the two
trajectory methods for the same values of Mo ho, T/W, and orbit alti-
tude (figs. 15(a) to 15(c)) show the linear w_riation of payload weight
ratios that occurs with changes in initial co_Lditions.
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CONCLUDINGREMARKS
An analysis of conditions at booster separation involving variatioms
in Machnumber, flight-path anglej altitude_ thrust_ and inert weight has
been madefor a two-stage rocket which forms the upper stages of a satel-
lite launching vehicle. Manycombinations of these parameters gave the
desired 300 nautical mile orbit altitude_ but also desired was the maximum
payload weight at this altitude for the trajectories that were used.
With either the transfer ellipse or the direct orbit trajectory, the
payload weight was highest for low initial flight-path angles and high
initial Machnumbers. Of course_ high initial Machnumbersrequire
greater energy expenditures from the booster. Changesin initial altitude
had little effect on payload weight. For a particular orbit altitude,
small gains in payload weight occurred when thrust-weight ratio was
increased and smaller initial angles could be used to reach that altitude.
AmesResearch Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Moffett Field, Calif., July 6, 1961
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APPENDIX
EQUATIONSOFMOTION
Computations for this stud@were madeon an IBM-704 digital computer.
The equations used were written for an assumedhomogeneous_spherical,
rotating earth; inverse square gravitational field; 1956 ARDCatmosphere
(ref. 5); and gravity turn trajectories. With the aid of the accompanying
sketches, a brief derivation of the equations Df motion follows:
x/
z
Y
OX, oy_ OZ
oxy
oz
@
r
w
coordinates fixed in earth
equatorial plane
polar axis
longitude
latitude
R + h_ R = radius of earth
h = altitude
earth rotational velocity
Sketch (c).- Three-dimensional
earth axes.
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Vr,Fr
g
V,F
Vh,Fh
N0_TH
Vh,Fh
p - EAST
Vo_F@
Sketch (d).- Horizontal and
vertical components of
force and velocity at point
P; 7 = flight-path angle,
deg.
Sketch (e).- Components of
horizontal force and velocity
at _oint P; _ = heading, deg.
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The horizontal and vertical componentsof force and velocity,
sketch (d), are :
Vh = V cos Y
Vr =÷ = V sin _
Fh = F cos 7
Fr = F sin Y -mg
Components of force and velocity in the horizontal plane, and their
relation to the earth axes, sketches (c) and (e), are:
Vh sin _ = (r cos qo)(8 + _) = Ve
Vh cos _ = r_ = Vq_
Fh sin _ = F_
rh cos _ = F9
The motion equations are derived as follows from Lagrange's equation:
d _T'_ _T' _
Fi
_7 \_4i/ _qi
where
T' = kinetic energy = i/2 mV 2
v2 = ÷2 + r2_2 + (r2cos_)(6 + _)2
qi : system coordinates r,@_
F i = generalized force along the qi coordinate
Differentiating and combining terms gives the initial form of the
motion equations
(l) m[_ - r_ - r(_ + _)acos29] = Fr
(2) m[2rr4 + r_ + r2(_ + w)2sin 9 cos _] = rF 9
(3) m[2r_ cos_(_ + _) - 2r2sin _ cos _ 4($ + _)
+ (r cos _)2_] : r cos _ F0
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The force equations_ which have been derived previously, are repeated
and rearranged to give:
(4) F r = -gm + F sin Y
where
(5) F_0 = Fh cos _ = F cos 7 cos
(6) Fe = Fh sin _ = F cos Y sin
F = T - D; D = (I/2)0CDVE2A; g = _/r2; D = 0 for this study.
The final forms for these equations are:
F r .
(l) _ = -- + r_2
m
+ r cos2_(_ + _)2
(2) _ = (Fq)/m) - £xt¢
(s)_ =
Fr(_) --=
m
(6) T =
(0 + _)2cos _ sin
(Fs/m) - 2($ + w)(} cos 9 - r_ sin @)
r cos
T vE2 sin 7
.... 2 O m VE cos _ cos y
i )
.... 2 p m VE£ sin _ cos
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Constants in these equations are:
= 1.40_5x1026 ftS/sec 2
= _i.2921158Xi0 -_ radians/sec (at equator)
R = 20,926,428 ft
Thrust variation with altitude was included according to the
equation
w
Ttota I = T + _T = _ Ve + Ae(_e - Pa)
where
w
Ve
fuel flow rate, ib/sec
exhaust velocity_ ft/sec
13
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Pe
Pa
Ae
exhaust pressure, ib/ft2_ assumed equal to sea-level pressure
local atmospheric pressure_ ib/ft 2
exhaust reference area_ ft 2
Design of the engine is such that the first term of this equation is
considered constant for all altitudes above the design altitude; there-
fore_ thrust will change with altitude in accordance with the pressure
difference in the second term.
The equation used to determine the amount of fuel needed to add the
required velocity during injection is:
or
where
W
Wf
I
gSL
SV
W
Z_V
IgsLZn W - Wf
l -AV/IgsL>Wf=W - e
vehicle weight before injection
weight of fuel
specific impulse
gravity at sea level
additional velocity required
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TABLE I .- VEHICLE PERFORMANCE PARA.ME_ERS
Stage T/W
i
i
i
2
2
2
T Isp w
1.5 346500 289 1198.96
2.0 462000 289 1598.62
2.5 577500 289 1998.27
1.5 80790 289 279.55
2.0 107720 289 372.73
2.5 134650 289 465.92
A_
22
29.3
36.6
15
2o
25
tb at
Wst/W o = o.o5
14o. 36
io5.27
84.21
183.03
137.28
109.82
tb at
Wst/W o = 0.15
125.58
94.19
75.35
163.77
122.83
98.26
TABLE II.- VEHICLE WEIGHTS
Wg Wo Wfmax WstStage Wst/W o
i 0.05
i .15
2 .o5
2 .15
231000
231000
53860
53860
177140
i77140
53860
53860
168283
150569
51167
45781
8857
26571
2693
8079
%
53860
53860
0
0
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Stage T/W Wst/Wo
1 1.5 .o5
2 1.5 .o5
g
+_
+_
®
o
o
o
•i0
.o8
.06
.04
ho-90,O00 ft
2-
ho=350,000 ft-!_
ho=90 ,000 ft
7o=45°_ _-- ho=350,000 ft
.O2
0
o 2 4 6 8 io
Initial Mach number_ Mo
Figure i.- Effect of initial altitude on payload weight ratio•
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ho:350,000 ft=57.6 n.mi._
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I
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J_r
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Figure 2.- Effect of initial altitude on orbit altitude.
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(a) First stage inert weight ratio, Wstl/Wol = 0.05
Figure 9.- Effect of initial angle, Maeh number, orbit altitude and
second stage inert weight ratio on payload ratio for T/W = 1.50.
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Figure 9.- Concluded.
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Figure i0.- Effect of initial angle, Mach number, orbit altitude and
first stage inert weight ratio on payload ratio for T/W = 1.50.
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(a) First stage inert weight ratio, Wstz/Wol = 0.05
Figure ii.- Effect of initial angle, Mach number, orbit altitude and
second stage inert weight ratio on payload ratio for T/W = 2.00.
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Figure 12.- Effect of initial angle, Maeh number, orbit altitude and
first stage inert weight ratio on payload ratio for T/W = 2.00.
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Figure 12.- Concltded.
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Figure 13.- Effect of initial angle, Mach number_ orbit altitude and
second stage inert weight ratio on payload ratio for T/W = 2.50.
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Figure 14.- Effect of initial angle, Mach number, orbit altitude and
first stage inert weight ratio on payload ratio for T/W = 2.50.
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Figure 15.- Payload ratio variation with trajectory method.
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